
West Columbia, South Carolina - 
Nephron Pharmaceuticals Corpo-
ration, headquartered in Orlando 
Florida, is a global leader in the 
manufacture of generic respirato-
ry medications. All of its products 
are manufactured in the U.S., and 
are supplied to retail pharmacies, 
hospitals, home care companies, 
long term care facilities, mail or-
der pharmacies and various other 
customers worldwide.
 
One of its leading products is an 
Albuterol Sulfate inhalation solu-
tion– a bronchodilator used for the 
relief of bronchospasm in patients 
with reversible airway obstruc-
tion disease and acute attacks of 
bronchospasm. The small vials 
that carry the medication are sen-
sitive to light and temperature and 
must be hermetically sealed in a 
foil pouch and stored in controlled 
conditions.

Nephron specializes in blow-fill-seal (BFS) manufacturing, a technology 
that allows a flexible plastic vial of medication to be formed, filled and 
sealed in a continuous process without human intervention in a sterile, 
securely enclosed area. Filled vials are then foil pouched and packed 
into cartons before being case-packed for shipment. Once filled, the car-
tons are moved to case packer and then to the pallet-building area. The 
cases holding vials packaged for sale in a card format are placed on end 
for palletizing, placing the vials in an upright position for shipping. Vials 
packaged in other formats are handled in the traditional way.
 
When Nephron began planning this new production facility to meet its 
growing market demand, its goal was to make the entire production pro-
cess as automated as possible. This included integrating the packag-
ing line with laser-guided vehicles delivering medication and packaging 
material to the line to create fully-automated production, as well as au-
tomated pallet building, protective corner board placement and stretch 
wrapping systems for the packaging lines.
 
“This was intended to allow us to minimize line personnel,” says Patrick 
Smith, Nephron R&D Engineering. “Automation enables the process to 
run more efficiently, consistent and with minimal human interaction that 
can potentially cause quality issues.“ 

Robotic Palletizing, Corner Board Protection and Full 
Pallet Wrapping Take Nephron’s Inhalation Medications 
Securely to Market

Application Brief
as seen in Packaging World magazine, June 2015

Prior to stretch wrapping, a single robotic arm picks up a cor-
nerboard, applies adhesive and precisly places one on each 
of the four corners of the load.

A Fanuc robot picks cases from the infeed conveyor to build pallet loads. A specially designed end of 
arm tool flips each case 90 degrees for proper orientation during shipment. The robot is also capable of 
staging empty pallets and placing slip sheets.



In 2009, Brenton Engineering, a Pro Mach company, had installed a cus-
tom robotic system to depalletize and palletize trays for the Albuterol Sul-
fate lines at Nephron’s Orlando Florida location. Given the success of that 
installation, Brenton was selected to provide the custom solution for the 
lines in the new South Carolina plant and to add a similar end-of-line auto-
mated solution to a new line being built at the Orlando facility. The design 
of those systems began in the fall of 2013.
 
Building and protecting pallet loads
There were several challenges to be addressed by the project’s end-of-
line system. The first was the fact that while the cartons of pouched vials 
for a particular medication and pallet pattern were packed into shipping 
cases in traditional configurations, as the cases traveled the conveyor 
with the short side leading, those cases were required to be palletized on 
their ends, in order to keep the vials themselves upright during shipping. 
This was a change from the original design specification for the specific 
medication, but Brenton was able to adapt the robotic system to handle it.

The second requirement was that Nephron required the top of the pallet to 
be wrapped in order for it to be covered and sealed to provide protection 
from moisture infiltration.

To meet the challenge of re-orienting the cases as they reach the pallet-
izing area, the pallet-building robot (a Fanuc M410iB-140H 5-Axis robot) 
included in the system design was designed to use half of its grippers to 
invert each case on end before positioning the case in the pallet load. 
That allowed the system to build the entire pallet with the shipping cases 
resting on their end panels.

In spite of the fact that the pallet load was built with the cases resting on 
their shorter sides, the loads proved to be stable during factory testing.

Once the pallet is built, it is conveyed to an FA automatic stretch-wrapper 
turntable from Orion, another Pro Mach company, where the next step is 
to apply protective corner boards. Nephron requires corner boards on all 
of its pallet loads to ensure that product or package quality is not compro-
mised during shipping. A Fanuc LRMate 200iC robot places the boards. 
In this instance, since the Nephron line operates at a moderate pace, the 
boards are placed individually as the load indexes 90 degrees on the FA 
turntable, rather than on two corners at a time, as on higher-speed lines 
where speed is essential. The slower speed also helps maintain the sta-
bility of the pallet load until it is securely wrapped. 

Once corner boards are placed, the Orion FA system wraps the load at 
15 revolutions per minute, securing the entire load. When the wrap is 
complete, the load is conveyed off the wrapper to the adjacent gantry top 
sheet placement area. The polypropylene (PP) top sheet is positioned, 
after which the load is conveyed back onto the FA turntable for a final wrap 
that secures the top sheet to the load and provides tamper evidence.  

“Orion and Brenton were very thorough in ensuring that everything in the 
system worked as specified,” says Smith, “and in adjusting it to meet the 
challenges that came up during installation.”  

Once stretch wrapped, a top sheet is applied and the load 
reverses back to the turntable for another layer of protective 
stretch wrap.

After the four cornerboards are applied to the pallet load, 
an Orion FA automatic stretch wrapper applies a tight, even 
wrap of film that has been pre-stretched 260%.
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